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there. And believe me, with all the junk piled up in there. And believe me, with all the junk piled up in 
the back of the car, it wasn’t easy.the back of the car, it wasn’t easy.
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When we were about a quarter of a mile from When we were about a quarter of a mile from 
the bridge, I could tell Dad was starting to the bridge, I could tell Dad was starting to 
get nervous.get nervous.

A family road trip is supposed to be a 
lot of fun . . . unless, of course, you’re 
the Heffl  eys. The journey starts off  full 
of promise, then quickly takes several 
wrong turns. Gas station bathrooms, 
crazed seagulls, a fender bender, 
and a runaway pig—not exactly Greg 
Heffl  ey’s idea of a good time. But 
even the worst road trip can turn 
into an adventure—and this is one the 
Heffl  eys won’t soon forget.

About



He He He HATESHATESHATES bridges, because for some reason he  bridges, because for some reason he  bridges, because for some reason he 
gets dizzy whenever he has to drive over one.gets dizzy whenever he has to drive over one.gets dizzy whenever he has to drive over one.
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for the next half hour.for the next half hour.for the next half hour.

Mom told Rodrick Mom told Rodrick Mom told Rodrick HEHE should drive, because she  should drive, because she 
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to control the radio, and when Rodrick got in the to control the radio, and when Rodrick got in the to control the radio, and when Rodrick got in the 
driver’s seat, he blasted his heavy metal music.driver’s seat, he blasted his heavy metal music.driver’s seat, he blasted his heavy metal music.

I could tell that wasn’t helping Dad with his nerves.I could tell that wasn’t helping Dad with his nerves.
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even longer than I expected. Mom passed around even longer than I expected. Mom passed around 
a grocery bag with some snacks she packed, and I a grocery bag with some snacks she packed, and I 
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There was a seagull sitting on the railing of the There was a seagull sitting on the railing of the 
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She was right about the “aggressive” thing, She was right about the “aggressive” thing, She was right about the “aggressive” thing, 
because two seconds later the seagull was on top because two seconds later the seagull was on top because two seconds later the seagull was on top 
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That’s when things got That’s when things got BADBAD..

The seagull hopped down The seagull hopped down INTOINTO the car and ate  the car and ate 
the cheese curl off the floor.the cheese curl off the floor.
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